
USING POETRY TO
DEVELOP LITERACY

A shared learning journey



Check In
Let's find out where we all stand;

Listen to the statement and place yourself on the line
accordingly

I read poetry every day! 

Strongly Agree Strongly disagree



Check In
Let's find out where we all stand;

Listen to the statement and place yourself on the line
accordingly

I remember learning (hearing or reading) a poem as a child

Strongly Agree Strongly disagree



Check In
Let's find out where we all stand;

Listen to the statement and place yourself on the line
accordingly

I feel nervous or unsure about teaching poetry

Strongly Agree Strongly disagree



Check In
Let's find out where we all stand;

Listen to the statement and place yourself on the line
accordingly

I would like my students to be confident speakers

Strongly Agree Strongly disagree



Check In
Let's find out where we all stand;

Listen to the statement and place yourself on the line
accordingly

I would like my students to enjoy literacy

Strongly Agree Strongly disagree



Shared Understanding

We'd like our
students to
be confident
speakers

01

We know
poetry can be
a powerful tool
(we remember
it too!)

03

 Teaching
poetry can
be a bit
scary!

04

We'd like
them to
enjoy literacy

02



Today's Objectives

Learn about teaching poetry using the Imitate-Innovate-
Invent cycle
Practice strategies for teaching poetry
Prepare for a shared project for all our students
Collaborate, learn from one another and challenge
ourselves



Talk For Writing: An active approach
to learning to read and write

Use a mentor
text to practice
a style and
build
confidence

Imitate
Take their skills
and
understanding
and create
something new

Invent
Experiment
with changing
parts of the
mentor text to
build skills and
understanding

Innovate



Use a mentor
text to practice
a style and
build
confidence

Imitate
Take their skills
and
understanding
and create
something new

Invent
Experiment
with changing
parts of the
mentor text to
build skills and
understanding

Innovate

Progression of skills & confidence



 Targeting Skills
Choose your mentor text to highlight or practice
specific skills

This allow you to teach it in action - students
won't learn about terms unless they really feel
them in the pomes

 The examples today have clear rhyme, and ...



Let's Try It

Listen carefully as Ms Rosa performs the poem



Imitation phase

What do you notice about rhyming words?
What do you notice about punctuation & structure?
What do you notice about expression and emotion?

Listen carefully as Ms Rosa performs the poem again.

This time ask yourself;



Your Turn!



Check In
 

What have we noticed during this
imitation phase?

 
How might this help your children

learn?



Talk For Writing: An active approach
to learning to read and write

Use a mentor
text to practice
a style and
build
confidence

Imitate
Take their skills
and
understanding
and create
something new

Invent
Experiment
with changing
parts of the
mentor text to
build skills and
understanding

Innovate



Innovation Phase

Specific words in the poem (does this impact the
rhyming?)
The order of the poem (what happens to the meaning?) 
The style of the poem (how does it sound/feel now?)

The goal here is to deepen understanding by testing it out. You
might change;



Innovation Phase:
Gallery Walk

Read 3-5 other poems. Add a dot at the bottom of the
page if you notice:
Azul - vocabulary changes
Verde - structural changes 
Vermelho - style changes 
Amarelo - something else
Remember, it might be more than 1



Talk For Writing: An active approach
to learning to read and write

Use a mentor
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a style and
build
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Invention Phase: Fish
Bowl

We need 4 volunteers to play the role of students!



Shared Project:
Literacy Slam!

When: March 9th at TIME 
Where: AKA Maputo

Who: You! Teachers and their students will share their work
here at the Academy



Steps

Complete the poetry lesson with your own class over a few
days: Follow the steps of Imitate, Innovate & Invent
Share students work (and photos if possible) with
Aleixo/Emma to prepare for display by March 2nd 
Practice performing the poem together - we will invite
students from each school to come and perform their own
poems & then the mentor text as a whole group

1.

2.

3.



Shared Project:
Literacy Slam!

When: March 9th at TIME 
Where: AKA Maputo

Who: You! Teachers and their students will share their work
here at the Academy



Exit Ticket: Invention
Phases

Invent your own poem about today's session - use what
you know about poetry to show what we did today, and

what you will take with you back to your own
classrooms.




